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Paying guests (DVD with Hindi movies with English subtitles), DVD Paritosh PainterEAGLE. n one of those stories about four friends that only packs
more. At the moment, this is probably the most popular project on DVD from the Paritost factory, with a large number, but a very modest number of
sales. This work will be considered in the last part of the review. P.S. By the way, I highly recommend watching and listening to this wonderful music;)
Music in the booklet inside the theme It remains to be glad that the package was returned to me the other day)) So, a couple of days ago I bought it for 75
Indian rupees (about 40 rubles). Another week she was coming to me, through Asia. And these are local postal shipments, which take an average of 2-3
days. It turns out that at the very beginning of her journey to the buyer I had only 10 days to receive the money! I must say that at that time I was not at
all lucky with sending parcels, and the third communication channel (represented by telegraph.cn) offered an unexpected delivery option, better than
other transport companies. But more about that at the end of the review)) Protective Packaging Dharma.com Packing from a foam box, from
polyethylene foam. To ensure that the shipment does not fall apart, another transparent plastic bag is included in the packaging box with foam. These
packages perfectly protect the fragile box from deformation and crumble when the parcel crosses the border of the Russian Federation)) In addition, I
additionally used a zipper on the side flap on the package. And after that, both parcels still called back once a week to the post office to find out if
everything was in order. Everything was fine, but then this story happened with the parcels. At first they traveled to Russia for a very long time, up to 2
months, then they were lost on the way, and only after 2 months they finally got to me in Delhi. Why did I buy them? These gift boxes contained licensed
Hindugli films with English subtitles. What if you want to give the same films to your friend, work colleague, grandfather or any good friend? The
solution seemed very simple
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